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Abstract

Species radiations may be facilitated by phenotypic differences already pre-

sent within populations, such as those arising through sex-specific develop-

ment or developmental processes biased towards particular reproductive or

trophic morphs. We sought to test this hypothesis by utilizing a comparative

transcriptomic approach to contrast among- and within-species differentia-

tion using three horned beetle species in the genus Onthophagus. These three

species exhibit differences along three phenotypic axes reflective of much of

the interspecific diversity present within the genus: horn location, polarity

of sexual dimorphism and degree of nutritional sensitivity. Our approach

combined de novo transcript assembly, assessment of amino acid substitutions

(dN/dS) across orthologous gene pairs and integration of gene function and

conditional gene expression data. We identified 17 genes across the three

species pairs related to axis patterning, development and metabolism with

dN/dS > 1 and detected elevated dN/dS in genes related to metabolism and

biosynthesis in the most closely related species pair, which is characterized

by a loss of nutritional polyphenism and a reversal of sexual dimorphism.

Further, we found that genes that are conditionally expressed (i.e. as a func-

tion of sex, nutrition or body region) within one of our focal species also

showed significantly stronger signals of positive or relaxed purifying selec-

tion between species divergent along the same morphological axis (i.e.

polarity of sexual dimorphism, degree of nutritional sensitivity or location of

horns). Our findings thus reveal a positive relationship between intraspecific

differentiation due to condition-specific development and genetic diver-

gences among species.

Introduction

A fundamental goal in evolutionary biology is to iden-

tify the molecular mechanisms that enable the emer-

gence of novel complex traits and facilitate their

subsequent diversification (Carroll, 2008; Kratochwil &

Meyer, 2014). While linking phenotypes to underlying

genotypes has a long history in domesticated plants and

animals (Sax, 1923), recent advances in sequencing

technologies have made addressing evolutionary and

ecological questions feasible in both model and

emerging model organisms (Ekblom & Galindo, 2011;

Ellegren, 2014). Furthermore, if applied to instances of

parallel phenotypic evolution, for example across multi-

ple sets of populations or closely related species, com-

parative genomic approaches provide powerful

opportunities to reveal repeated targets of natural selec-

tion (Elmer & Meyer, 2011; Martin & Orgogozo, 2013),

as for instance in stickleback fish (Hohenlohe et al.,

2010), stick insects (Soria-Carrasco et al., 2014), or Dar-

win’s finches (Lamichhaney et al., 2015). In particular,

genomic studies in highly speciose clades that exhibit

morphological variation both between and within spe-

cies have strong potential to provide important insights

into the genes and pathways that facilitate and bias the

origin and diversification of novel traits and trait
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variants (Whitehead & Crawford, 2006; Wund et al.,

2008; Pfennig et al., 2010).

Divergence between species is enabled by phenotypic

variation present in natural populations (Gompel et al.,

2005; Wittkopp et al., 2009; Sanger et al., 2013; Carlson

et al., 2015) and biased along both genetic and develop-

mental lines of least resistance (Schluter, 1996), such as

those arising through sex-specific development or

developmental processes biased towards particular

reproductive or trophic morphs (Lorch et al., 2003;

West-Eberhard, 2003; Smith et al., 2008; Aubin-Horth

& Renn, 2009). For example, many invertebrate and

vertebrate species have diverged most obviously in the

expression of secondary sexual traits, which also

account for the greatest phenotypic variation within

populations (Emlen et al., 2012). Similarly, many social

insect species have diverged from each other in the dis-

parity present among casts, which at the same time

accounts for the greatest amount of phenotypic varia-

tion present within species (Wheeler, 1986). A growing

body of work is beginning to clarify the genetic and

developmental mechanisms underlying these biases at

the molecular level. For example, numerous studies

have found a positive relationship between biased gene

expression and protein sequence divergence in a wide

range of taxa (Conifers (Hodgins et al., 2016), Arabidop-

sis (Gossmann et al., 2014), Neurospora (Whittle et al.,

2014), Drosophila (Nuzhdin et al., 2004; Lemos et al.,

2005; Larracuente et al., 2008; Perry et al., 2014), pea

aphids (Purandare et al., 2014), honeybee (Harpur et al.,

2014), ants (Hunt et al., 2013; Roux et al., 2014;

Mikheyev & Linksvayer, 2015), urchins (Oliver et al.,

2010), spadefoot toads (Leichty et al., 2012), mammals

(Khaitovich et al., 2005; Warnefors & Kaessmann,

2013)), lending broad support to a long-standing

hypothesis that conditional gene expression may pro-

mote rapid evolution due to a reduction in pleiotropic

constraint (West-Eberhard, 1989; Leichty et al., 2012).

Alternatively, the order of events may be reversed; that

is, fast-evolving genes that experience low levels of

purifying selection could be more readily co-opted into

conditional gene expression patterns over time due to

neutral rather than adaptive processes (Khaitovich

et al., 2005; Hunt et al., 2011; Helantera & Uller, 2014).

Just as important, several studies failed to find a rela-

tionship between biased gene expression and protein

evolution (e.g. ants (Smith et al., 2015), sunflowers

(Moyers & Rieseberg, 2013), copepods (Barreto et al.,

2015), cichlids (Kavembe et al., 2015)) or revealed a

negative relationship between gene expression plasticity

and adaptive population divergence (guppies (Ghalam-

bor et al., 2015)). However, few if any studies have

tested for a positive relationship between conditional

gene expression and protein sequence divergence in

species where there exists extensive phenotypic varia-

tion in multiple traits both within and between species.

This may be due to the difficulty in finding taxa that

combine relevant focal traits and patterns of relatedness

with experimental accessibility. Here, we take advan-

tage of such an opportunity in the horned beetle genus

Onthophagus to investigate the molecular mechanisms

underlying repeated parallel phenotypic divergences at

different levels of biological organization.

Horned beetles in the genus Onthophagus contain

high levels of intra- and interspecific diversity in the

expression of secondary sexual traits (Emlen et al.,

2005a,b), resulting in dramatic sexual dimorphisms as

well as nutritionally cued alternative male morphs in

many species. Previous studies have provided evidence

that both morph- and sex-biased genes are more evolu-

tionary labile than genes with unbiased expression

(Snell-Rood et al., 2011; Warren et al., 2014). Specifi-

cally, Snell-Rood et al. found that morph-biased expres-

sion of different genes between horned (major, fighter)

and hornless (minor, sneaker) male morphs of O. taurus

was positively related to amino acid divergence (dA)

between O. taurus and the distantly related flour beetle,

Tribolium castaneum (Snell-Rood et al., 2011). Using the

same O. taurus data set, Warren et al., 2014 detected a

modest but significantly positive relationship between

morph- and sex-biased expression and dN/dS for

comparisons to the congener O. nigriventris as well as

Trypoxylus dichotomus, a member of a separate scarab

subfamily which independently evolved horns (Warren

et al., 2014). Although these studies provided a first

indication of a possible link between conditional gene

expression and accelerated protein evolution, they also

had to contend with significant limitations, including

modest orthologous gene sets (Snell-Rood et al., 2011;

Warren et al., 2014) and differential transcript data

obtained from first-generation custom microarrays

(O. taurus, Snell-Rood et al., 2011). As a consequence,

existing studies remain limited in their ability to fully

resolve the relationships (if any) between sex-biased,

morph-biased or body region-biased expression to pro-

tein evolution. Here, we seek to assess these relative

contributions by investigating and integrating transcrip-

tome-wide sequence divergence across three Onthopha-

gus species, O. taurus, O. nigriventris and O. sagittarius,

with transcriptome-wide gene expression conditional

upon sex, body region and nutritional status.

We selected these three focal species because pheno-

typic differences among them reflect the three axes of

phenotypic diversification that dominate the morpho-

logical radiation across the genus Onthophagus: (i) horn

position: Onthophagus horns differ in their position and

develop either on the head (as in O. taurus males), tho-

rax (O. nigriventris males) or both (O. sagittarius

females); (ii) orientation of sexual dimorphism: horn for-

mation is often restricted to or most exaggerated in

males (O. nigriventris, O. taurus), but can also be sex-

reversed and female-biased (O. sagittarius); and (iii) nu-

tritional responsiveness of horn formation within sexes:

Onthophagus species vary in the degree to which horn
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growth is sensitive to nutritional conditions, resulting

in lesser or greater disparity between alternative, nutri-

tionally cued morphs among species (Emlen et al.,

2005a). Nutritionally cued male polyphenism is most

extreme in O. nigriventris, followed by O. taurus, and

has been secondarily lost in O. sagittarius. Importantly,

the most phenotypically divergent species O. taurus and

O. sagittarius shared a common ancestor as recent as 10

MYA, whereas O. taurus and O. nigriventris diverged

approximately 30 MYA (Emlen et al., 2005b; Fig. 1).

By comparing patterns of sequence divergence

among these three species, we sought to identify and

characterize the genomic underpinnings of species-level

morphological divergence in this highly diverse genus.

At the same time, we sought to use the degree of trait

variation among these three species to test whether

there was a positive relationship with biased gene

expression between morphs, sexes and/or body regions

within a species. To relate conditional gene expression

to sequence evolution across these three species, we

first generated a high coverage transcriptome assembly

de novo for O. sagittarius and then contrasted these

transcripts to those already existing for O. taurus and

O. nigriventris (Snell-Rood et al., 2011; Warren et al.,

2014). We calculated amino acid sequence divergence

(dN/dS) and tested for elevated substitution rates as a
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Fig. 1 Morphological diversity among three beetle species in the genus Onthophagus. Species differ along three axes of morphological

differentiation emblematic for much of the diversity seen within the genus: horn position (head vs. thorax), degree of sensitivity to

nutritional conditions during male development (male horn polyphenism) and polarity of the sexual dimorphism.
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function of Gene Ontology (GO) and conditional gene

expression. We defined conditional gene expression

based on expression differences between sexes, nutri-

tional states and body regions using our previously gen-

erated data set from O. taurus (Kijimoto et al., 2014).

This approach allowed us to test the hypothesis that

common genes and pathways underlie morphological

variation within and between species. In support of this

hypothesis, we predicted a positive relationship

between genes differentially expressed between sexes,

morphs or body regions within a species and genes

with elevated amino acid divergences between species

that differ in the orientation of sexual dimorphism,

degree of male dimorphism and horn position, respec-

tively. Conversely, if the genetic basis of morphological

variation within and between species is independent of

one another, we expected no relationship between

within-species gene expression differences and

between-species sequence divergence.

Materials and Methods

Transcriptome sequencing and assembly

To explore genomic variation across our three focal spe-

cies, we utilized two existing 454 transcriptome assem-

blies for O. taurus (Choi et al., 2010) and O. nigriventris

(Warren et al., 2014) and generated a de novo transcrip-

tome assembly for a previously uncharacterized third

species, O. sagittarius, which exhibits a rare reversed

sexual dimorphism and a secondary loss of the nutri-

tional polyphenism in males (Fig. 1).

To generate a de novo transcriptome assembly for

O. sagittarius, we collected live beetles from an intro-

duced population on the island of Oahu, Hawai’i. We

maintained the beetles in the laboratory using previ-

ously described culturing techniques (Moczek & Nagy,

2005). After two generations in laboratory conditions,

we set up breeding containers to collect three females

and three males at each of seven developmental stages:

mid- and late third-instar larvae, day 1 and day 2 pre-

pupae, day 1 and day 2 pupae and day 4 adults. We

selected this range of developmental stages to maximize

the breadth of gene coverage across the genome and to

capture genes that may only be expressed at specific

developmental stages (De Wit et al., 2015). We did not

use the developmental stage-specific expression data for

downstream analyses because samples were comprised

of multiple tissues. For each sample, we homogenized

tissues using metal beads and mechanical agitation and

extracted total RNA (Qiagen TissueLyser and RNeasy

mini-prep kit). We prepared cDNA libraries for

sequencing using TruSeq RNA Sample Prep Kit v2 (San

Diego, CA) individually barcoding each sample. We

sequenced paired-end 100-base pair reads on four Illu-

mina HiSeq2000 lanes (Huntsman Cancer Institute,

University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT, USA).

We processed raw reads for quality using FastX

toolkit (http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/) and

Trimmomatic v. 0.25 (Bolger et al., 2014) to remove

Illumina adapter sequences, crop low-quality bases and

exclude sequences with average quality scores less than

28 across 6 bp and removed any sequences shorter

than 40 bp in length. We generated the de novo tran-

scriptome assembly using Trinity v. 2012-10-05 with

default parameters (Grabherr et al., 2011). To evaluate

assembly accuracy, we mapped left and right reads back

to the assembly using bowtie v. 0.12.8 (Langmead et al.,

2009) and counted the number of reads correctly paired

and in correct orientation using the SAM_nameSort-

ed_to_uniq_count_stats.pl script (provided with Trinity

package).

To control for partial sequence fragments poten-

tially introduced by incomplete or inaccurate assem-

bly or allelic variants from the 42 individuals

contributing to the assembly, we collapsed sequences

based on 90% sequence similarity using the program

CD-HIT-EST (Li & Godzik, 2006). We performed the

same clustering on the O. nigriventris assembly, but

not on the O. taurus assembly as this step had already

been executed (Choi et al., 2010). We used two

approaches to assess assembly completeness. First, we

identified the number of core eukaryotic genes

(CEGs) that were > 70% complete using the program

CEGMA (Parra et al., 2007). Second, we used results

from BLASTP to the Swiss-Prot database (www.uni

prot.org) and the analyze_blastPlus_topHit_coverage.pl

script provided in the Trinity package to assess the

fraction of nearly full-length contigs (> 80% align-

ment coverage).

Identification of orthologous gene sets

To identify orthologous gene sets, for each assembly,

we predicted open reading frames (ORFs) requiring a

start and stop codon and at least 100 bp in length

using the Perl script transdecoder.pl (http://transdec

oder.github.io/). We then concatenated the three

resulting peptide files and used the BLASTP algorithm

to compare all vs. all sequences with a cut-off of

e < 10�50 (higher e-values, i.e. less stringent cut-offs,

did not appreciably increase the number of ortholo-

gous gene sets identified). From these BLASTP results,

we used a clustering algorithm (mcl) (Enright et al.,

2002) to identify exclusive orthologous genes sets, or

clusters, that had exactly one member sequence repre-

sented from each of the three species. We used exclu-

sive clusters with just one gene member from each

species in order to avoid including recent paralogous

genes or pseudogenes in clusters of orthologous genes.

We also focused on three-member orthologous gene

sets rather than pairwise sets of orthologs so that the

same genes would be present in all subsequent pair-

wise analyses.
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Calculation of rates of evolution

We aligned nucleotide sequences of each orthologous

gene set using MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004). For each orthol-

ogous gene set, we used these alignments to calculate

pairwise rates of dS, dN and dN/dS using the PAML

package version 4.6 (Yang, 2007). We used the follow-

ing parameters in the control file for the CODONML

program: runmode = �2 to calculate pairwise dN/dS

among species using the Nei & Gojobori (1986) method

(Nei & Gojobori, 1986) and NSsites = 0 so that dN/dS

values were averaged across sites (Yang, 2007). With

fewer than 10 species, it is recommended not to test for

selection at individual codons in PAML (Yang & Swan-

son, 2002; Yang, 2007). For this reason, we calculated

dN/dS averaged across all codons for each ortholog and

species pair and integrated across functionally related

genes to test for signatures of natural selection using

enrichment analyses.

Integration of rates of evolution with gene function
and gene expression data

To test for signals of natural selection in suites of func-

tionally related genes that may not surpass the strin-

gent dN/dS > 1 cut-off, we tested for enrichment of

functional classes of genes for higher dN/dS values than

expected by chance. To test whether signals of natural

selection matched our predictions based on morphologi-

cal differences between species pairs, we focused on

pairwise rates of dN/dS between species rather than

overall dN/dS (omega in PAML) across the three spe-

cies. Given the primary phenotypic axes of diversifica-

tion across these species, we a priori predicted genes

related to the following processes to have been subject

to selection during species divergence: (i) the sensing of

nutritional conditions (critical for nutrition-dependent

expression of horns as in male polyphenisms) along

either branch in comparisons involving O. sagittarius

which has lost the nutritional polyphenism, (ii) growth,

metabolism and their regulation (critical for differential

growth in sexual or male dimorphisms) also along

either branch in species pairs involving O. sagittarius,

(iii) developmental axis patterning (critical for the cor-

rect growth and positioning of horns) particularly

between O. taurus and O. nigriventris that develop head

vs. thoracic horns, respectively and (iv) somatic sex

determination and differentiation, also along either

branch in species pairs involving O. sagittarius which

exhibits reversed sexual dimorphism.

To test for elevated dN/dS in functionally defined sets

of genes, we implemented gene score resampling (GSR)

using ErmineJ v3.0 (Lee et al., 2005; Gillis et al., 2010).

GSR differs from most over-representation analyses in

that the complete distribution of gene scores in a gene

set is used rather than testing for enrichment in a sub-

set of genes defined by a threshold cut-off. For each

gene set (e.g. a specific GO category or custom-defined

gene set), an aggregate score from the complete distri-

bution of gene scores for that set is computed and sig-

nificance of that score is determined by random

sampling of all data (10 000 iterations). Given this

approach, significant enrichment for elevated scores in

a gene set can be driven by the collective of genes in

the set with scores higher than expected by random

chance (Gillis et al., 2010; De Wit et al., 2012), even if

individual scores are insufficient to pass significance.

The GSR approach can use a range of different metrics

for gene scores including negative log-transformed

P-values for differential expression, FST or dN/dS, as in

the present study and others (Moyers & Rieseberg,

2013; Pespeni et al., 2013; Dunning et al., 2016; Franks

et al., 2016). Also, sets of genes can be custom defined

in the program. Here, we defined gene sets in two

ways: (i) based on membership in Gene Ontology (GO)

categories and (ii) custom gene sets defined based on

differential gene expression between large and small

individuals (nutrition-sensitive), different sexes and dif-

ferent body regions (see below for details). Maximum

and minimum gene set sizes were limited to 100 and

10 as recommended to avoid the use of overly general

categories and those that would have low statistical

power, respectively (Gillis et al., 2010; De Wit et al.,

2012). This resulted in 146 gene sets tested, 143 Biolog-

ical Process GO categories represented across the 2010

orthologous genes and three custom, expression-

defined gene sets (described below). Significance was

corrected for multiple testing using the Benjamini and

Hochberg procedure (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995).

We considered categories significantly enriched with a

FDR P-value < 0.05. This alpha value after false discov-

ery rate correction was chosen to minimize false-posi-

tive results. We plotted dN/dS values for each species

pair and the three expression-defined gene sets using

the violin plot function (geom_violin) in the R package

‘ggplot2’ (Wickham, 2009).

To link genes to GO categories, we used BLASTx to

the NCBI nonredundant (nr) database (cut-off of

e < 10�5) and the Blast2GO program (Conesa et al.,

2005) to match contigs with Gene Ontology (GO,

Ashburner et al., 2000) annotations. To define condi-

tion-dependent expressed gene sets, we used gene

expression data from our previous study (Kijimoto

et al., 2014). Briefly, in this former study, we used a

custom microarray to characterize the nutritional and

sex-biased gene expression responses of four different

body regions for 42 010 transcripts in O. taurus beetles

(Kijimoto et al., 2014). Using an ANOVA framework to

compare the 16 conditions (2 sizes 9 2 sexes 9 4 body

regions = 16 conditions, four biological replicates for

each), we identified genes that were (i) nutritionally

sensitive as those that were differentially expressed

between large, high-nutrition and small, low-nutrition

animals, (ii) sex-biased as those that were differentially
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expressed between males and females of the same body

size and (iii) body region-specific as those that were dif-

ferentially expressed between four body regions: head

horns, thoracic horns, legs and abdominal epidermis

(FDR P-value < 0.05). Using this approach with the

2010 orthologous genes from the present study, we

characterized 31 orthologs as nutrition-sensitive, 1448

orthologs as body region-specific, and 918 orthologs as

sex-specific.

We wanted to test for elevated dN/dS in these condi-

tionally expressed gene sets in the same statistical

framework and analytical runs as the Gene Ontology-

defined sets for two reasons: (i) to be able to compare

enrichment results across category types (expre-

ssion-defined vs. GO) and (ii) to be able to apply false

discovery rate corrections to all categories tested simul-

taneously. To incorporate these three custom gene sets

into ErmineJ analyses, we limited the gene set size of

the expression-defined gene sets to 10–100 genes to

match the size limits imposed on GO categories. As a

result, the nutrition-sensitive gene set included all 31

genes significantly differentially expressed between

large, high-nutrition and small, low-nutrition animals.

The body region-specific and sex-specific gene sets

included the 100 most significantly differentially

expressed genes between tissues and sexes, respectively

(based on the ANOVA results described above). We

added these three custom gene sets to ErmineJ using

the custom gene set function (Gillis et al., 2010). In this

way, we were able to perform three enrichment analy-

ses total, one for each species pair. For each species

pair, we tested for enrichment in each of the 146 gene

sets (three custom, expression-defined and 143 GO

Biological Process categories) and applied the false

discovery rate correction for the 146 tests.

Results

Sequencing and assembly

For the de novo assembly of O. sagittarius, we assembled

~ 80 million paired, quality-trimmed reads to yield

76 764 contigs with a median length of 1126 base pairs

(Table S1). To collapse allelic variants and remove frag-

ment contigs, we clustered sequences based on

sequence similarity reducing the number of contigs to

56 540. We also collapsed contigs based on sequence

similarity for the O. nigriventris assembly, reducing the

number of contigs from 70 295 to 52 327 (Table S1).

We found the O. sagittarius assembly to be ~ 98%

complete with 243 of the 248 core eukaryotic genes

(CEGs) present at > 70% coverage. More broadly, we

found that over half of the contigs in the clustered

assembly had greater than 80% alignment coverage to

the best hit in the Sprot database. We found that

19 691 of the 23 012 ORF contigs had a BLAST hit to

the nr database at an e-value cut-off of 10�5. Of these,

5094 contigs (22%) were assigned to at least one Bio-

logical Process Gene Ontology category.

Comparative transcriptomics and rates of evolution

We identified 2010 orthologous gene sets with exactly

one member from each species represented in each

cluster. We found that rates of neutral evolution as

estimated by the rate of synonymous substitutions (dS)

matched the known evolutionary history of our three

focal species. The two most closely related species,

O. taurus and O. sagittarius, exhibited the lowest mean

dS values (0.50, standard deviation 0.34, Table 1) with

the most narrow distribution (KS test, P < 0.0001;

Fig. 2a), followed by O. taurus and O. nigriventris (mean

dS 0.66, 0.42 SD, Table 1), and O. sagittarius and O. ni-

griventris (mean dS 0.84, 0.47 SD, Table 1). We found

that the two male polyphenic species that differ in the

position of horns, O. nigriventris and O. taurus, showed

the highest mean dN/dS values across all orthologs

(0.13, 0.18 SD, Table 1) with the broadest distribution

(KS test, P < 0.0001; Fig. 2b,c).

Across all three species pairs, and of the 2010 ortho-

logs, we identified 17 genes with pairwise dN/dS values

greater than one (Table 2). These include several genes

related to development and metabolism, axes formation

and positioning, including ADAMTS3, FGFR and Nodal

(Fernandes et al., 2001; Goriely et al., 2005; Lapraz

et al., 2007; Mu~noz-Ch�apuli, 2011; Rudolf et al., 2013),
as well as sulphide quinone reductase, a gene related to

sulphur metabolism from bacteria to humans (Theissen

et al., 2003; Goubern et al., 2007). Many of the remain-

ing proteins exhibit sequence similarity to predicted

proteins in the Tribolium flour beetle genome, but these

proteins have not been functionally characterized

(Table 2).

Functional enrichment for elevated dN/dS

Despite having the broadest distribution of dN/dS val-

ues (Fig. 2c), we found that high dN/dS was not con-

centrated in specific functional classes of genes when

comparing O. taurus and O. nigriventris (gene score

resampling (GSR), 143 GO categories tested, FDR

P > 0.05). We found that the same was true in the

Table 1 Descriptive statistics for dN/dS calculations between three

species pairs and overall.

Comparison dN � SD dS � SD dN/dS � SD

O. taurus

vs. O. nigriventris

0.10 � 0.18 0.66 � 0.42 0.13 � 0.18

O. sagittarius

vs. O. nigriventris

0.08 � 0.13 0.84 � 0.47 0.09 � 0.15

O. taurus vs. O. sagittarius 0.06 � 0.14 0.50 � 0.34 0.09 � 0.14
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O. nigriventris–O. sagittarius species pair (GSR, 143 GO

categories tested, FDR P > 0.05). In contrast, comparing

the two most closely related species, O. taurus and

O. sagittarius, which exhibit reversed polarity in the

direction of sexual dimorphism and presence (O. taurus)

and secondary loss (O. sagittarius) of male polyphenism,

we found three functional categories, related to lipid

and nitrogen metabolism, enriched for elevated dN/dS

suggesting positive selection or relaxed purifying selec-

tion acting in these gene classes (Table 3, GSR, 143 GO

categories tested, FDR P < 10�9). A total of 104 unique

genes were represented across these three categories.

Further, an additional 20 classes of genes related to

metabolism and biosynthesis were enriched at the FDR

P < 0.05 level (Table S2). Due to the overlap of genes

across functional categories in Gene Ontology classifica-

tion, the same suite of 104 unique high dN/dS genes

present in the top three categories drove enrichment in

these additional 20 gene categories.

Relationship between interspecific sequence
divergence and intraspecific differential gene
expression

We predicted that the most closely related species pair,

O. taurus and O. sagittarius, that differs along all three

focal phenotypic axes, presence (O. taurus) and sec-

ondary loss (O. sagittarius) of male polyphenism,

reversed polarity in the direction of sexual dimorphism

and position of the horn on the thorax (O. sagittarius

females) and heads (O. taurus males and greatly

reduced horns on O. sagittarius males), would show ele-

vated divergence (dN/dS) in the genes that underlie dif-

ferentiation between morphs, sexes and body regions

within a species. Matching these predictions, we found

that the most closely related species pair had higher-

than-expected dN/dS values in all three sets of genes,

those related to nutritional sensitivity (FDR P < 10�10),

genes differentially expressed between sexes (FDR

P < 10�10) and genes differentially expressed between

body regions (FDR P < 10�10, Fig. 3).

Between O. nigriventris and O. taurus, two species that

differ in horn location and degree of nutrition-respon-

sive growth (horn growth relative to body size is even

more pronounced in O. nigriventris than in O. taurus),

but not in the polarity of sexual dimorphism, we found

elevated dN/dS in the genes that are most differentially

expressed between body regions (FDR P < 10�10) as

well as several nutritionally sensitive genes (FDR

P < 0.05), but no enrichment for elevated dN/dS in

genes differentially expressed between sexes (FDR

P > 0.05, Fig. 3), consistent with the similarity in polar-

ity of sexual dimorphism in these species.

Finally, comparing O. nigriventris and O. sagittarius, two

species that differ in the polarity of their sexual dimor-

phism and the presence (O. nigriventris) and secondary

loss (O. sagittarius) of male nutritional polyphenism, as

well as differences in the position of male horns, we found

elevated dN/dS in genes differentially expressed between

sexes and body regions (FDR P < 0.05, FDR P < 10�10,

respectively), but surprisingly, not in the nutritionally

responsive gene set (FDR P > 0.05).

Taken together, we found a positive relationship

between amino acid divergence between species and

gene expression variation within species that matched

predictions based on morphology in eight of nine tests,

an unlikely result by chance (binomial probability,

eight of nine significant with a conservative 0.5 proba-

bility of obtaining a significant test, P = 0.0195, Fig. 3).
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Fig. 2 Rates of evolution among the three species pairs.

Transcriptome-wide density plots of (a) dS and (b) dN/dS for the

2010 orthologous gene sets. (c) dN/dS distributions between the

values of 0 and 1. Tick marks under each density plot are rug plots

that show the values for each ortholog.
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Discussion

The tests for selection across three morphologically

diverse Onthophagus species and integration with

within-species gene expression variation data yielded

three major findings. First, despite an overall strong sig-

nature of purifying selection, we identified a suite of 17

genes with dN/dS greater than one, with protein func-

tions related to axis patterning, tissue development and

metabolism. Second, integrating across the transcrip-

tome-wide values of dN/dS, we found that the most

closely related species pair, which differs in nutritional

sensitivity, polarity of sexual dimorphism and horn

location, had elevated dN/dS in proteins related to

metabolism and biosynthesis. Lastly, we found that pat-

terns of enrichment for elevated dN/dS in gene classes

that underlie within-species differentiation between

sexes, body regions and nutritional morphs match pre-

dictions based on morphological divergence between

species. Below we discuss the most significant implica-

tions of our findings.

Evolutionary divergence and natural selection in
three horned beetle species

Among the 17 genes with high rates of protein evolu-

tion, 11 (65%) play roles in tissue development, angio-

genesis and axis patterning. For example, we identified

a nodal modulator protein, a diffusible member of the

TGF-b superfamily, shown to be essential for specifica-

tion of germ layers, body axes and dorsal–ventral pat-
terning in both invertebrates and vertebrates (Lapraz

et al., 2007). Although the function of this particular

protein in horned beetles remains to be investigated, it

Table 2 Genes putatively under positive selection based on pairwise dN/dS values greater than 1.

Comparison Gene Ortholog ID dN dS dN/dS

O. taurus vs. O. nigriventris Nodal modulator protein Ortho_1917 0.21 0.07 3.26

Uncharacterized protein Ortho_0891 1.24 0.45 2.73

ADAMTS-3 precursor, putative Ortho_1947 0.86 0.52 1.65

Hypothetical protein TcasGA2_TC006783 Ortho_0770 0.99 0.61 1.61

Hypothetical protein TcasGA2_TC003503 Ortho_0620 0.99 0.73 1.35

Sulphide quinone reductase Ortho_0658 0.57 0.42 1.33

Uncharacterized protein [Aedes aegypti] Ortho_1008 0.97 0.83 1.16

Uncharacterized protein [Tribolium castaneum] Ortho_1422 0.91 0.80 1.15

Protein disulphide-isomerase A3 Ortho_0974 1.27 1.12 1.13

Fgfr1 oncogene partner Ortho_1791 0.68 0.62 1.10

Uncharacterized protein Ortho_1296 0.17 0.16 1.08

RecQ4 Ortho_1927 1.26 1.23 1.02

Putative esterase Ortho_1424 1.21 1.19 1.02

O. sagittarius vs. O. nigriventris Sulphide quinone reductase Ortho_0658 0.57 0.11 4.97

Contactin-associated protein-like 2 [Habropoda laboriosa] Ortho_1574 0.61 0.40 1.54

Cation-transporting ATPase Ortho_0007 0.25 0.22 1.17

O. taurus vs. O. sagittarius Uncharacterized protein Ortho_0891 1.24 0.45 2.73

ADAMTS-3 precursor, putative Ortho_1947 0.81 0.52 1.57

Zinc finger CCCH domain-containing protein 14 Ortho_0599 0.65 0.58 1.11

Golgin-84 isoform X2 Ortho_0041 0.70 0.69 1.01

Table 3 Functional classes of genes enriched for elevated dN/dS between each species pair (146 categories tested: three custom gene

expression-defined and 143 GO categories).

Species pair Biological process GO category Category ID Num. genes Corrected P-value

O. taurus vs. O. sagittarius Body region-specific Custom 100 2.1E-11

Sex-biased Custom 100 2.5E-11

Nutrition-sensitive Custom 31 3.0E-11

Cellular lipid metabolic process GO:0044255 19 4.8E-11

Nitrogen compound metabolic process GO:0006807 89 7.2E-11

Cellular nitrogen compound metabolic process GO:0034641 67 1.4E-10

O. nigriventris vs. O. taurus Body region-specific Custom 100 7.4E-11

Nutrition-sensitive Custom 31 0.0432

O. nigriventris vs. O. sagittarius Body region-specific Custom 100 4.9E-11

Sex-biased Custom 100 0.0414
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is worth noting that previous work has independently

implicated another member of the TGF-b signalling

pathway, decapentaplegic (dpp) in both head and thoracic

horn formation in O. sagittarius and O. binodis (Wasik &

Moczek, 2011). Also included in this list is ADAMTS3,

an extracellular matrix protein that plays an important

role in developing epidermal tissues, collagen process-

ing and angiogenesis in mammals and invertebrates

(Fernandes et al., 2001; Porter et al., 2005). Similarly,

we identified the fibroblast growth factor receptor

(FGFR) which is also known to guide angiogenesis and

wound healing in invertebrates from Drosophila (named

branchless in Drosophila) to the colonial ascidian Botryllus

(Mu~noz-Ch�apuli, 2011), and has also been shown to be

subject to strong positive selection in humans, affecting

craniofacial and limb phenotypes (Goriely et al., 2005).

Interestingly, both ADAMTS3 and FGFR play key roles

in angiogenesis – the process of blood vessel expansion

in mammals – which has its evolutionary roots in vas-

cular growth in invertebrates (Mu~noz-Ch�apuli, 2011).

In insects, orthologous pathways are responsible for tra-

cheal system development, oxygen sensing and delivery

and metabolism (Centanin et al., 2010; Mu~noz-Ch�apuli,
2011). Amino acid divergence in these genes between

these beetle species may be related to differences in

metabolic demands and differences in response to

nutritional conditions. In fact, previous work has pro-

vided strong evidence linking tracheal system develop-

ment to growth, moulting and metamorphosis (Callier

& Nijhout, 2011) and at least one study demonstrated a

positive relationship between beetle size and tracheal

investment both within and between species (Kaiser

et al., 2007). A fourth gene of known function, sul-

phide quinone reductase, plays an important role in the

metabolism of sulphur in the mitochondria of gut cells

from bacteria to humans (Theissen et al., 2003; Gou-

bern et al., 2007) and so could be related to differences

in response to nutrition in beetles. The unknown roles

of these genes in horned beetle morphological

divergence present interesting opportunities for further

functional studies (Kijimoto et al., 2012).

In addition, we identified specific functional classes

of genes that have higher dN/dS than expected by

chance, potentially due to positive selection or relaxed

purifying selection. We found that the most closely

related species pair, O. taurus and O. sagittarius, charac-

terized by a rare reversal of sexual dimorphism and loss

of the nutritional polyphenism (both in O. sagittarius),

exhibited elevated dN/dS in specific functional classes

of genes related to metabolism and biosynthesis, match-

ing our a priori predictions based on divergence in

nutritional sensitivity and horn morphology. These

results highlight the power of integrating nucleotide

sequence and functional annotation data in the study

of evolution in emerging model organisms.

The developmental genetic bases of intra- and
interspecific divergences

We hypothesized that genes that underlie morphologi-

cal differentiation between morphs and sexes within a

species may be the same genes – or may belong to the

same functional group – that underlie parallel diver-

gences between species. For example, we sought to

answer whether genes that exhibited nutrition-respon-

sive expression within a species were the same as those

that underlie evolved changes in nutritional sensitivity

across species. Such a relationship may be expected, for

instance, because genes that are expressed in a tissue-,

sex- or nutrition-dependent context are subject to

reduced selective constraints and therefore more free to

diverge between species either via positive selection or

relaxed constraint (P�al et al., 2006). We predicted

which gene sets we would expect to show stronger sig-

nals of positive selection for each species pair based on

differences in the orientation of the sexual dimorphism,

the degree of sensitivity to nutritional status and the

position of horns in different body regions. These

d
N
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**

**

**
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*

*

Fig. 3 Violin plots of dN/dS values for the three sets of conditionally expressed genes for each species pair. Asterisks indicate significant

enrichment for genes with elevated dN/dS compared to random sampling of all orthologs; two asterisks indicate FDR P < 0.0001 and one

asterisk indicates FDR P < 0.05.
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results validate and expand upon findings from previ-

ous studies that found positive relationships between

biased gene expression and purifying or positive selec-

tion in beetles across a broad phylogenetic context

(Snell-Rood et al., 2011; Warren et al., 2014). By focus-

ing on three key species that reflect much of the mor-

phological diversity represented across the genus

Onthophagus, integrating with expression data from

along the same axes of variation and using gene

expression and protein sequence data from an order of

magnitude more genes than that available to previous

studies, we found that conditionally expressed genes

exhibited higher levels of protein sequence divergence

in cases where species had diverged along those axes

and no relationship where species showed no such

divergence, that is the shared polarity of sexual dimor-

phism in O. taurus and O. nigriventris (Fig. 3). In partic-

ular, we found a strong positive relationship between

biased gene expression and protein sequence diver-

gence in the most closely related species pair that had

diverged along all three axes: reversal of the sexual

dimorphism, loss of the nutritional polyphenism and

sex-specific location of head and thoracic horns

(Fig. 3).

Additionally, all three species pairs showed elevated

dN/dS for genes exhibiting significant body region

specificity, the axis along which all species pairs have

diverged from each other. These findings match results

from previous studies showing that genes expressed in

fewer tissues exhibit faster rates of evolution, likely due

to relaxed pleiotropic constraint (Duret & Mouchiroud,

2000; P�al et al., 2006). Similarly, we found strong

enrichment for elevated dN/dS in nutrition-sensitive

genes in the most closely related species pair (O. taurus,

O. sagittarius) characterized by the recent loss of nutri-

tional polyphenism in male O. sagittarius (Fig. 3),

matching the Gene Ontology results for enrichment of

high dN/dS for genes in metabolism categories in the

same species pair (Table 3).

Regarding sex-biased genes, we sought to test the

hypothesis that genes that are highly differentially

expressed between sexes (within a species) also exhibit

signatures of positive selection when orthologous gene

sets are compared across species that have diverged in

the polarity of the sexual dimorphism. Specifically, we

predicted that genes that are associated with phenotypic

differences between sexes should exhibit evidence of

positive selection in species pairs where the polarity of

sexual dimorphism is reversed as in O. sagittarius vs.

O. taurus and/or O. nigriventris. Matching predictions,

we found the strongest enrichment for elevated dN/dS

in the species pairs involving O. sagittarius (Table 3),

whereas the species pair with the same polarity in sex-

ual dimorphism (O. nigriventris, O. taurus) showed rates

of evolution in sex-biased genes on par with the rest of

the transcriptome (Table 3). Many studies have shown

that sex-biased genes are subject to strong natural and

sexual selection facilitated by their reduced pleiotropy

and strong potential for affecting fitness-related traits

such as fecundity and mating success (Meiklejohn et al.,

2003; Ellegren & Parsch, 2007; Oliver et al., 2010).

Indeed, previous work in O. sagittarius showed a posi-

tive relationship between female horn size and fitness

in the context of competition for dung as a breeding

resource (Watson & Simmons, 2010). Our results thus

raise the possibility that positive selection acting on

sex-biased genes may have facilitated the unusual,

female-specific development of a prominent horn phe-

notype in O. sagittarius.

In sum, we find that many of the same genes that

are differentially expressed between sexes, body regions

and nutritional states within a species are frequently

subject to positive or relaxed purifying selection among

our three focal species that exhibit canalized diver-

gences along similar morphological axes. Such relation-

ships may arise for at least two nonexclusive reasons.

First, fast-evolving genes subject to low levels of purify-

ing selection may simply be more readily co-opted into

conditional gene expression patterns over time due to

neutral rather than adaptive processes (Khaitovich

et al., 2005; Hunt et al., 2011; Helantera & Uller, 2014).

If so, the relative abundance and functional distribution

of such genes may impose significant constraints and

limits on the evolution of developmental plasticity

mediated by environment-sensitive gene expression.

Alternatively, the arrow of causation may be reversed,

and conditional gene expression may – by virtue of

reducing pleiotropic constraints – facilitate the relatively

more rapid evolution of conditionally expressed genes

(West-Eberhard, 1989; Leichty et al., 2012). If correct,

intraspecific variation via condition-specific develop-

ment may thus contribute important developmental

genetic substrate to facilitate divergences among species

(West-Eberhard, 2003; Gomez-Mestre & Buchholz,

2006; Pfennig et al., 2010), and, moreover, may

encourage and bias adaptive radiations along certain

morphological routes over others (Schluter, 1996;

Wund et al., 2008). More generally, our results may

contribute to a better understanding of the molecular

genetic mechanisms underlying genetic accommoda-

tion, a process whereby initially environment-induced

phenotypes become heritably modified through selec-

tion on standing genetic variation or newly arriving

mutations (Pfennig et al., 2010; Moczek et al., 2011).

Conditional gene expression is by definition influenced

by the internal and/or external environment, and our

results suggest that in Onthophagus, genes whose

expression is influenced by sex, body region and nutri-

tion may be predisposed to contribute disproportion-

ately to interspecific diversification in sexual

dimorphisms, changes in the location of secondary sex-

ual traits and the degree of male polyphenism, respec-

tively. Exactly how differential expression due to

condition may fuel interspecific divergence in protein
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sequence, however, is not immediately clear and con-

stitutes an exciting area for future research.
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Supporting information

Additional Supporting Information may be found

online in the supporting information tab for this article:

Table S1 Summary statistics for transcriptome assem-

blies of three horned beetle species.

Table S2 Functional classes of genes enriched for ele-

vated dN/dS between each species pair at FDR P < 0.05

(146 categories tested: 3 custom gene expression-

defined and 143 GO categories).

Data deposited at Dryad: https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.rv08 j
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